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Explosive agents are materials that undergo rapid exothermic reaction when appropriately stimulated. The degree to which this reaction occurs is dependent upon the characteristics of the explosive agent. Low order explosives react by rapid burning or conflagration. On the other hand, high order explosives produce extreme heat and energy and result in the formation of a pressure wave or “blast wave.” This supersonic, superheated wave, known as “overpressure” comprises the blast front (Fig. 1). The blast wave is reflected and sustained by fixed structures and confined environments such as rooms, vehicles, etc., and may portend the effects of blast-related injury. By the same mechanism, water, which is a relatively noncompressible medium, sustains more of the energy from the blast energy and as such blast waves in water have a greater injurious effect propagated over a greater distance. The three main factors which characterize the blast wave are peak rate of pressure rise, peak pressure, and duration of the pressure rise.

Injuries from explosive agents are characterized by mechanism of injury associated with the explosive event. Primary blast injuries are those injuries associated with the blast wave itself. It should be noted that by this definition, true blast injury is only a subset of all injuries caused by explosions. The mechanism of injury in blast is the impartation of heat and energy to the body, particularly, air filled organs, by the blast wave itself. Survival and injury from primary blast injury is contingent upon a number of factors including energy of the blast, confined versus open space and standoff distance from the explosive source. Survivable blast injuries are characterized by tympanic membrane rupture, pulmonary barotraumas, bowel contusion and perforation, and concussive brain injury. The secondary explosive injuries are fragmentation injuries from the casing of the explosive or secondary debris. Most are penetrating injuries and often are associated with multiple penetrations of the victim. Tertiary explosive injuries are those injuries caused by physical displacement of the victim, usually as a result of the attenuated energy from the blast wave. Lastly, quaternary effects are burns, inhalations and exacerbation of underlying conditions.